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Occasionally we can detect the vanity of an ancient Roman official responsible for the 

minting of coins via the selection of subject matter on the coins he issues. One of the 

clearest examples of this is found in the set of 10 denarii produced by Q. Pomponius Musa 

around 66 BC. These coins contain as their common theme the representation of the nine 

Muses, with one additional type of Hercules as the leader of the choir of the Muses. The set 

was obviously intended to call attention to Pomponius by means of the oblique reference to 

his cognomen Musa. 

 

Unfortunately, apart from this brief glimpse at Q. Pomponius Musa, via the denarii, he is 

unknown to ancient history. In any case, the inheritance left to us by this issuer of money 

provides an ideal opportunity to examine briefly the role of the Muses in Roman mythology 

as well as a chance to consider their representation on the denarii. 

 

Accordingly to mythology, the Muses were a product of the union of Zeus with Mnemosyne, 

one of the female Titans. According to Hesiod, Zeus spent nine consecutive nights with 

Mnemosyne in Pieria near Olympus, and in due course the Muses were born. Their chief 

function within the Olympic household was entertainment, particularly singing. They were 

said to have sung at the marriage of Thetis to Peleus, and of Harmonia to Cadmus. The 

funeral of Achilles was also attended by the Muses who sang the dirge for the hero. There is 

a strong connection within the legends and myths of ancient Greece between the Muses 

and Apollo. The God is seen as their inspirer and responsible for the various gifts with which 

the individual Muses are sometimes associated. 

 

As a set of coins the Pomponius denarii are quite striking in their execution and stand as one 

of the few examples of a pre-determined "set" of silver issues in the Republican period. That 

is to say, they were deliberately designed and struck as a complete set of 10 coins. We can 

see this by examining both the "front" side of the coins (known as the obverse), as well as 

the "back" side of the coins (known as the reverse) which are contained in the set. It is 

possible that the reverse representations of the figures within the set are patterened after 

the statues of the nine Muses which stood in the temple of the Circus Flaminius in Rome. 

 

All of the coins of the set bear an obverse portrait of Apollo, while the reverses of the coins 

all display a representation of each of the Muses in turn, along with some defining item or 

characteristic associated with their attributes. The only exception to this pattern is the tenth 



coin of the set which shows as its reverse Hercules, clad in lion skin and playing a lyre. Let us 

examine each of these coins in turn. We shall begin with the denarius containing the 

Hercules reverse, and then consider the Muses in the order given by Hesiod. 

 

1.) Hercules. The obverse portrait of Apollo on this coin is slightly different to that 

displayed on the rest of the set. It shows Apollo wearing a diadem while the 

obverses of the other nine coins of the set show the god wearing a laurel wreath. 

The hair style is different as well: the laurel portrait has the hair tied in the back 

while within the diadem portrait it is hanging loosely. The diadem portrait also 

contains the abbreviated inscription of the moneyer Q. POMPON MVSA. The 

Hercules reverse itself shows the hero standing with his lyre. His characteristic club 

lies at his feet. The inscription HERCULES MVSARUM stands in the field of the coin. 

Some classical sources mention Hercules as sharing an altar with the Muses. 

 

2.) Clio – was the firstborn of the Muses. The Pomponius coin shows her reading from 

an open scroll held in her right hand. She is leaning on her left elbow on a pedestal. 

The standard inscription of the moneyer is contained in the field of the coin. Her 

name means "Proclaimer". 

 

3.) Euterpe – was the second-born Muse. The Pomponius coin shows her holding two 

flute pipes while leaning on a pedestal in front of her. She supports her chin with her 

left hand. Her name means "Rejoicing". 

 

4.) Thalia – The Pomponius coin shows her resting with her left arm on a pedestal while 

holding a mask in her right hand. Apollo was said to have fathered the Corybantes 

via Thalia. Her name means "Festive". 

 

5.) Melpomene – The Pomponius coin shows her standing with arms outstretched. In 

her left hand she holds a mask while the right balances a club. Her name means 

"Songstress". 

 

6.) Terpsichore – The Pomponius coin shows her standing and holding a lyre in her left 

hand and a plectrum in her right. Sometimes she is said to have been the mother of 

the Sirens. Her name means "Rejoice in Dancing". 

 

7.) Erato – The Pomponius coin shows her standing and playing a lyre. For some strange 

reason this particular coin type is very much more rare than any other in the set. Her 

name comes from Eros, 'love': she is the Muse invoked at the opening of Aeneid 

Book Seven. 

 

 



 

8.) Polyhymnia – The Pomponius coin shows her standing and wearing a wreath. She 

was often depicted in a pensive mood: her name means "Many songs". 

 

9.) Urania – The Pomponius coin shows her standing and pointing with a rod to a globe 

which rests on a tripod at her feet. Her name means "Heavenly". 

 

 

10.) Calliope – The Pomponius coin shows her standing and playing a lyre which 

rests on a column. Calliope was said to have the sweetest voice of the Muses. She 

was the mother of Orpheus via the Thracian King Oeagrus. Her name means "Fair-

Faced". 

 

We are familiar with the idea that each of the Muses was associated with a particular 

sphere of art. I have avoided mentioning these associations because they may not have 

been fixed when these coins were minted. Nevertheless, they offer us a short numismatic 

summary of an important feature of the mythology of the ancient world and a brief glimpse 

into the otherwise unknown Q. Pomponius Musa. 
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